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Abstract
Neurosurgical interventions require preoperative planning and precise navigation and manipulation of
medical instruments since the workspace involves healthy brain tissues and eloquent brain structures.
Computer-assisted surgery research is gaining more interest in medical disciplines such as neuro-
surgery. Visualization and rendering of three-dimensional medical volumes to assess patients cases
have a positive impact on the medical community, yet dealing with huge three-dimensional medical vol-
umes is a challenging task. In this work, we propose a second generation of Augmented Reality-based
simulator modality platform or system when training novice users for neurosurgical targeting tasks using
the best trajectory. The second generation came as an extension to cover head orientation for better
user’s tracking movement. The proposed modality to Augmented Reality visualization depends on the
integration of new technology (Unity, Vuforia) to create Augmented Reality software for preoperative
neurosurgical training based on Quick Response markers. An initial experiment to demonstrate the us-
ability of the system to evaluate and demonstrate users learning and their performance was conducted.
The current system prototype had the potential to help novice users maintain targeting task skills with
objective measures of speed and accuracy.

Keywords: Learning and teaching methodologies, virtual learning environments (VLEs), Augmented
Reality, neurosurgery, simulator, targeting task, external ventricular drain, Unity, Vuforia.

1 INTRODUCTION
Neurosurgical1 interventions require precise preoperative planning, navigation, and manipulation of
medical instruments through healthy brain tissues and eloquent brain structures. In any live surgical
training settings (e.g. operating room (OR) or emergency rooms), junior neurosurgical trainees (i.e.
residents) - as part of their learning - often make multiple hits towards a brain structure, creating a
set of undesirable trajectories. The trajectories usually could be a potential risk of damaging eloquent
brain areas [1]. Performing neurosurgical operations is a very complicated process that combines neu-
roanatomical2 knowledge, judgment, dexterity, communication, teamwork, etc. Therefore, deliberate
training of neurosurgical task (e.g. hit a target to produce efficient trajectory) is essential to equip resi-
dents with fundamental skills. An efficient method for the deliberate training is to engage residents in a
training mode by which residents replicate neurosurgical operations or tasks visualizing three-dimension
(3-D) medical imaging data (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray computed tomography
(CT)).

Improving the performance of the users on the same skill does not only depend on continuous repetition
of the skill within a particular time frame. Even in common folklore from a variety domains such as music
or mathematics, a human could master any particular skill after ten years or 10,000 hours of intense
training [2]. It also needs cognitive efforts and immediate and informative feedback that corresponds to
the skill [3].

The apprenticeship or Halstedian teaching model, a well-known conventional approach for deliberate
surgical training, has been used because it allows residents to engage in real surgical scenarios and
allow ample opportunities for practice [1]. However, a need for a new educational paradigm in neuro-
surgical training emerged for a variety of reasons. Although the Halstedian model equips residents with
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hands-on, real-world experience, it is notoriously expensive because its costs include the cost of longer
time being in OR, entire surgical team, ranging from imaging technicians, nurses, to anesthetists [4].
Hence, it requires practicing on vital patients’ organs, cadavers atlases, or laboratory animals. More-
over, using only the model-based training produces inferior results to the same teaching model with
supplemental simulation techniques [4]. The Halstedian model only allows for timely feedback that it
would take days, weeks, or months in some surgical cases to confirm or reject the surgery performance
[4].

Visualization and rendering of 3-D medical volumes is gaining more interest in neurosurgery [5]. A
resident will accurately decide to perform a surgical task base on his\her perception of the task. Hence,
every surgical action a resident carried out in a surgery depend on how residents perceived a set of
visual stimuli3 [3]. Fig 1(b) and fig 1(a) portray residents using visualization to plan and to make a
decision about a surgical step. The more visual stimuli exist, the better, the better residents would
maintain better decision during their training.

(a) Residents use medical imaging data for planning
their surgical interventions.

(b) Residents use medical imaging data for planning their
surgical interventions.

Fig 1: An example visualization and rendering of 3-D medical volumes for surgical purposes.

An efficient method for deliberate training is to engage residents in training mode in which residents
replicate neurosurgical operations using neurosurgical simulators. Simulators are techniques designed
to immerse users in guided experiences with visible aspects of the real world, replicating real situations
in fully interactive fashion [4]. Neurosurgical simulators seem a possible candidate to fill the gap for safe
neurosurgical training environment and low-cost techniques. According to Kockro et al. [6], “Training with
simulators is of obvious advantage, especially in the eye of the patient: we can learn without causing
any harm. In neurosurgery, the potential of simulator technology is still massively underutilized. By the
application of neurosurgical simulations, residents will also receive autonomous surgical training that
not only involves a variety of surgical techniques, anatomies, and pathologies but also offer necessary
tools to support different surgical specialties, to decrease training time and errors, to increase procedure
accuracy, and to improve their assessment.

Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology intended to enhance user’s perception and provides a visual-
ization mode through superimposing virtual computer-generated information on his\her physical world
[7]. In the surgical context, AR-based display (i.e. modality) facilitates residents with patients related
(i.e. spatial and anatomical) information that were not available before the surgery. The use of AR-
based systems for simulation purposes provides guidance and training aids for residents for either full
procedures or a specific surgical task, cultivating of their surgical skills, or evaluating their performance.

External ventricular drain (EVD) placement task is a common surgical targeting task aims to choose an
appropriate burr hole on the skull and blindly place a catheter through the burr hole to intersect a lateral
ventricle in order to drain cerebrospinal fluid and relieve intracranial pressure. EVD placement task is an
essential surgical skill in emergency cases, and medical trainees are required to develop such skill as
part of their training curriculum [1].

In this paper, we proposed a second generation of simulator modality, a platform or system by which
3Stimuli could be visual, auditory, or tactile feedback, such as a physical sensation of the surgical tools and their interaction

with the tissue.
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novice users perform a simple surgical task (i.e. to hit a target) using the function of AR technology
under a neurosurgical procedure. The first generation of the AR simulator system (see fig (6a)) [8] were
able to engage novice users to perform a penetration of a virtual surgical tool into the longest axis of
a virtual target a predefined surgical scenario. However, the first-generation system lacks the ability to
track users’ head orientation that seems necessary to improve users depth perception capabilities. Our
research objective is to investigate whether AR-based e-learning system can contribute to the learning
and training of novice users for a neurosurgical task, concerning their performance regarding accuracy
and speed. Currently, the e-learning system used for the placement of EVD within predefined surgical
scenarios, and the system has the capabilities to scale up for a variety of surgical tasks. Also, an
evaluation methodology for users’ skills assessment is discussed. Section 2 describes the second-
generation e-learning system, used materials and underlying technology, the system’s workflow and,
possible user performance assessment approach. Section 3 and Section 4 report the results and our
observations on the system, respectively. Section 5 of this paper indicates related works to our solution.
Conclusion and future directions are discussed in Section 6.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Materials
We used virtual 3-D human brain objects (i.e. 3-D meshes), depicted in Fig 2; these meshes were
designed and provided by [9] and used for educational purposes. The 3-D meshes created through
3-D modeling and animation suite Blender4 and they presented a comprehensive view of human brain
structures; for instance, Ventricular System (Lateral Ventricles, Frontal Horn, Third Ventricle).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 2: Different views of the virtual 3-D brain meshes on which targeting tasks were performed in the virtual world [9].

The components for the second-generation AR modality are Google headset, LG Nexus 5 smartphone,
cardboard cylinder, and two traceable Quick Response (QR) images or fiducial markers. An overview
and description of the systems’ hardware presented in fig 3 and fig 4, respectively.

The AR system is an integration of free off-the-shelf software packages (i.e. Unity5 editor and libraries,
and Vuforia SDK6. Unity is a friendly game engine that aims to create AR scenes and to configure the
3-D meshes (see fig 2) and the fiducial markers (see fig 3 and fig 4b). The Unity configuration could
adjust location, rotation, size, surface-based texture, and functionality of virtual 3-D brain meshes to
fit virtual components in the AR scene against the virtual world and visualize them to suit a particular
scenario. We integrated the 3-D meshes into Unity as the main assets of the AR scene, where the Unity
editor is a canvas to host 3-D virtual objects.

Vuforia SDK [10] is a tracking and detection application programming interface (API) that provides ob-
ject detection and tracking functionality and reconstructing Virtual Reality (VR) and AR scene among the
physical\virtual world. Vuforia SDK is responsible for a variety of AR-oriented processes; for instance,
fiducial markers deployment, their image processes, their registration against the physical world, and
static camera calibration. Vuforia target manager, a web portal, performs image processing of the fidu-

4Blender. Site: https://www.blender.org/
5Unity engine. Site: https://www.unity.com
6Vuforia SDK. Site: https://www.vuforia.com
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System component Technical specifications
Google DSCVR

headset Two 34 mm biconvex lenses, fits for 5.9600 screen smartphone, black color.

LG Nexus 5
smartphone

4.95

00 screen, (1080x1920) (pixel) resolution, (137.9 x 69.2 x 8.6)(mm),
Marshmallow Android operating system, 2.3 GHz Quad-core Krait 400 processor,

8 MP camera.
Cardboard cylinder Diameter x height (5.6 x 27)(cm).

Two traceable
fiducial markers
(triangles, and
leaves images)

The triangles marker is responsible for rendering the 3-D meshes concerning
human skull and the brain structures, and the leaves marker is responsible for

rendering the surgical tool (i.e., catheter). The fiducial markers need to be rich in
details, have good contrast, with no repetitive, with 8 or 24 bit, RGB or greyscale
format. The more the fiducial marker has sharp, spiked, chiseled details features,

the augmentation and detection and tracking level will be consistent.

Fig 3: Description of the second-generation e-learning modality system.

cial markers. Vuforia target manager examines the validity of fiducial markers and ranks their augmen-
tation level by identifying image features and sharp edges. Vuforia SDK [10] performs dynamic camera
calibration by creating calibration profiles. The calibration profiles are created based on a model similar
to the four-step internal camera model proposed by Heikkila and Silven [11]. Vuforia SDK assumes
that the intrinsic camera parameters are pre-calibrated, where it requires a pre-defined marker in a real
scene. To have an accurate and realistic position of the 3-D meshes and the processed fiducial markers.

2.2 E-learning system workflow
The goal of the second-generation e-learning system is to train novice users to practice and mimic
the placement of EVD targeting task through penetration of the virtual surgical tool into the longest
axis of a virtual target. The second-generation e-learning system came as an enhancement for the
first-generation e-learning system with head orientation tracking capabilities. Before running the modal-
ity, developers determine the distance between the camera, the 3-D meshes and the fiducial markers
according to a given clinical setting and surgical scenario. A physical copy of the processed fiducial
markers is to be positioned horizontally to the user. The user then needs to hold the Google headset-
mounted smartphone in one hand, point against both the fiducial markers (the triangles marker, the
leaves marker), and keep the cylindrical cardboard - garmented with the leaves marker- in the other
hand, as depicted in fig 4d. The triangles marker will render the 3-D meshes, while the leaves marker
will render a virtual surgical tool. As soon as the AR scene started and the fiducial markers were de-
tected, the user then sees the 3-D meshes and a particular target where he\she navigates with the
cardboard towards it. Then, he\she tries to hit the target through the longest axis of the target in the vir-
tual world. Whenever the tip of the virtual surgical tool collides with the target, the placement of EVD task
is achieved. Whenever the user moves towards the target, the system will record every event conducted
into a log file. The log file includes timestamps, the 3-D meshes and the virtual surgical tool properties
regarding location and rotation coordinates, head orientation (i.e. W,X,Y, Z quaternions angles), and
interaction events, needed for performance assessment and analysis purposes.

2.3 Pedagogical evaluation
Mastery of any human motor task, for instance, acquire targets on a screen with a pointing device, could
be quantitative measured. In neurosurgical context, surgical task (i.e. psychomotor) involves navigation
of a tool, or manipulation of tissue at a particular location, objective assessment for establishing users
performance involves a 3-D extension of Fitt methodology or law, a paradigm that involves hitting a target
with effective” width over a certain distance [12][13]. Fitts law is an experimental paradigm that estimates
the difficulty to achieve a task in bit\seconds unit when a user (i.e. system) generates information (e.g.
users movement attributes, such as distance or speed) during the application of the task. Fitts law
predicts a time needed to point to a target of a certain width and from a certain distance, and it is
logarithmically related to the inverse of the spatial relative error. Fitts law measures users performance
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(a) Immersive user view.

(b) Two traceable fiducial markers.

(c) The environment for e-learning system. (d) User posture in the e-learning system.

Fig 4: 4a. The second-generation e-learning system is running through in Google headset-mounted smartphone. The headset is
presenting an immersive view of the AR scene, where the target is a yellow ellipsoid and the virtual skill and lateral ventriculars
are red 3-D red mesh. 4b. The two traceable fiducial markers. The two fiducial markers were used as the base to render virtual
objects in the AR scene. 4c. The environment of second-generation e-learning system. 4d. The user posture during performing

the EVD placement task, holding both the cardboard and the Google headset-mounted smartphone.

through calculating an index of performance IP [14]. Evaluators use Equation (1) to calculate IP value:

IP =

ID

MT

=

log2(
D
W + 1)

MT

(1)

Where ID is the index of difficulty that used to determine how accurate and fast the users were to
complete the trials (bits). ID formally represents speed/accuracy trade-offs in a targeting task, where
the faster a user moves, the less precise the users movement is, and vice versa. MT is movement time
that is time needed to accomplish a task in seconds. W represents targets width (cm), and D is the
distance between the starting point of the user and the center of the targets (cm).

3 RESULTS
We validated the first-generation e-learning system through a mature experiment, and overview of the
experiment description appears at fig 7. To ensure usability of the second-generation system, we invited
few novice users (i.e. no anatomical or simulation background) to participate at an initial experiment
through two cases (Case 1, Case 2). Fig 5 indicated the tracking data for a users movement through
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(a) Case 1: Tool movement.
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(b) Case 2: Tool movement.
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(c) Case 2: Head movement.

Fig 5: A comparison between the virtual tool movements between Case 1 and Case 2. The head movements were recorded to
investigate the user’s ability to enhance his\her depth perception of the virtual target.
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the two cases. In the first case, the user was stationery and only moves the virtual tool towards the
target. In the second case, the user went around the 3-D meshes to enhance his\her perception of the
given targets depth. From fig 5a and fig 5b, we demonstrate a typical logfile which shows the trajectory
of the tool movement by plotting each component of the 3-D position, versus time. From fig 5c, we
also demonstrate a typical logfile which shows the orientation of the users viewpoint, derived from the
camera pose parameters, plotted versus time. Fig 5b showed that the user was more accurate in the
Case 2 than Case 1 as soon as the user moved his\her head around the virtual target. According to
Fitts law, the slower a user moves, the more precise will be.

4 DISCUSSION
Besides the technical challenges of AR technology, many pedagogical challenges usually emerge through
the use of AR technology [15]. How much will cost to build AR e-learning systems? Would the AR
e-learning systems require extra resources regarding technical support or power? How far the AR e-
learning systems dictate how\where the learning happened? To which extend AR e-learning systems
could limit overlay information volume that might provoke cognitive overload for novice learners? Many
of these questions are still unanswered. Our system equipment costs did not exceed ⇡ CAD $300, and
the e-learning system depends on the power of the smartphone without the need for internet connection.
As we mentioned in [8], the surgical scenarios controlled the design the virtual scene, given by a senior
resident.

To have a realistic position of the 3-D brain meshes superimposed on fiducial markers, Unity gave us
the ability to adjust the 3-D meshes location (X axis, Y axis, Z axis), rotation (rolls, pitch, yaw), and
scale values before\post running the system. Whenever we changed the configurations of components
of the AR scene, Unity gave a visual feedback of the current state of these elements, accordingly.
The integration of the Unity engine and the Vuforia SDK is a wise chain of tools to implement into AR
applications. We believe the simplicity of our design is a valuable contribution that makes such design
model more available to many applications and disciplines, many AR-based systems developed in the
recent years, though.

Whenever the user altered his\her field of view7 more the 40� around the targets, we noticed the 3-
D meshes augmentation show a little misplacement according to original augmentation on the fiducial
markers. We believe that this issue is a result discrepancy between current and original camera cali-
bration measurements from a different angle. This phenomenon needs further investigation due to its
influence on users’ ability for depth perception for harder virtual targets.

5 RELATED WORK
AR technology has been used for pedagogical purposes through the use of mobile or wearable technol-
ogy, such as [16, 17]. In surgical context, [1, 18, 19] are few efforts that developed e-learning systems for
surgical-related training. Peters et al. [18] developed a VR-assisted image guidance system to support
residents to accurately position and secure an artificial valve inside the beating heart. The VR system
focused a whole procedure for a specific type of surgeries, while our system narrows down to a spe-
cific task, common step for a for a variety of procedures. Abhari et al. [19] proposed a mixed AR/VR
system to facilitate training to plan for brain tumor resection. The mixed AR/VR system is stationary,
and the main components the system entails are e a pair of AR goggles, head phantom, stylus, optical
tracker. The current setup is complicated, and it does not utilize head tracking information for perfor-
mance assessment. We believe it will be a difficult task to scale their system up where many wearable
technologies for AR technology consider user physical movement as an essential asset. de Ribaupierre
et al. [1] proposed AR modality system that aims to visualize and provide residents with anatomical 3-D
meshes, and it designed as an extension of a haptic system referred to as NeuroTouch. We have many
similarities to their system, yet we have a much simpler technical setup and more flexibility to configure
virtual scene components to suit a particular scenario before and during running the modality system.

7It is an angular view of what is visible for a user through the use of a head-mounted modality system. In the surgical context,
40� is the normal field of view for immersive endoscopic procedures.
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6 CONCLUSION
Although the first-generation AR e-learning system gave us a lot of insights regarding speed\accuracy
trade-off, head tracking became a necessary feature to have. We presented the second-generation
e-learning system to train novice users to the penetration of the virtual surgical tool into the longest
axis of the target, which mimics the skill of placement of EVD task. Our validation process involved
few number of participants, and more validation will be conducted with the use of dynamic and static
depth clues, investigating their impact on users learning and performance with predefined surgical sce-
narios. Moreover, the used neurosurgical scenarios are not challenging enough because they do not
include plausible neurosurgical complications, as for instance, bleeding when performing ill-posed EVD
placement tasks.
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APPENDIX

(a) The first-generation e-learning system environment. (b) User posture in the first-generation e-learning sys-
tem.

Fig 6: 6a. the environment for the first-generation e-learning system and, 6b. the user is performing the EVD placement task
using system, deployed Apple MacBook laptop [8].
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User ID W (mm) Average IP
(bitsnseconds) Intercept Slope

USER01 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 0.59 6.17 2.02
USER02 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.26 -0.82 1.31
USER03 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.19 10.04 1.03
USER04 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.63 0.90 1.63
USER05 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.15 -28.97 5.35
USER06 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 3.57 5.30 0.90
USER07 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 0.93 -32.30 5.53
USER08 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.65 -15.63 3.61
USER09 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.78 -14.33 2.98
USER10 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 2.89 7.39 0.77
USER11 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 4 18.80 -0.78
USER12 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.40 -5.84 2.45
USER13 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 2.12 -0.44 1.10
USER14 (1.0, 1.5, 0.5) 1.04 8.24 0.91

Fig 7: Overview of 14 participants’ trials descriptions and their performance from the first-generation e-learning system.
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